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President’s Corner
by Patty Draper, President

One of the highlights of April is

the statewide meeting held at Payton

Forge in Monticello.  Clyde and Vi

Payton have been rolling out the red

carpet to FABA members for 15 years

now--since “the beginning” of FABA.

T his  ye a r ,  D o ug  M erke l  wil l

demonstrate, among other things, the Uri

Hofi-style hammer he has been forging

and selling.  I have one, and it has made

hammering so much easier!  Being an

occasional smith, I tended to wear out more quickly when using

a bigger hammer for larger stock, thus losing some hammer

control.  The Hofi hammer is plenty big, yet I can use it all day

long without getting tired.  The handle is much shorter than usual,

and maybe that’s the secret.  We are fortunate to have Merkel on

the agenda.  

Also at the April meeting, Willard Smith will lead a

beginning blacksmithing class.  Willard is the most upbeat, patient

person around, and his students always learn a lot and have fun

doing it, too.  So, don’t be shy!  Whether you have never

hammered, or are just starting out, Willard’s class is for you.  In

addition, Mike Murphy will show how to build and use a gas forge

and Bill Robertson will show oxy-propane torch forging, 

FABA puts on extra special statewide meetings up to

four times a year, bringing in paid demonstrators.  These are

some of the best learning opportunities available to you as a

FABA member.  Try to attend as many as possible.  

The board of trustees will be meeting at Payton Forge

during the lunch break on Saturday, April 8.  All members are

welcome to attend.  One issue the board will be addressing is

membership renewal.  Last year, about one-half of our members

did not renew on time (by April 30).  Because we were reluctant

to cut these members’ lifelines, their subscriptions to the Clinker

Breaker were continued through September.  This was a big

expense for the remaining members to bear (each issue of the

newsletter costs around $600 to print and mail).  We need to find

a solution to this problem.  Suggestions include terminating the

subscription after the June issue if the renewal fee has not been

received or changing the renewal date to October to coincide with

the annual conference (when we all have our billfolds and wallets

out anyway).  I’ve established a Membership Committee, chaired

by Bill Robertson, to recommend a solution. What do you think

should be done?  

Which brings me to the next topic:  Dues are due!  Don’t

procrastinate.  Send your $20.00 membership renewal fee, right

now, to Lydia Burns, Treasurer, 66 Summerwind Circle East,

Crawfordville, FL 32327.  Make checks out to FABA.

See you in April!  

Clinker Breaker
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Upcoming Events
The calendar includes events of interest to the blacksmithing community.  Florida Artist Blacksmith Association (FABA) sponsored events are highlighted in bold
typeface.  The regions have no boundaries - everyone is welcome everywhere.  Come to more than one if you can.  We hold regular monthly meetings in each region
(except that we all try to get together at one Statewide Meeting each quarter) on the following Saturdays of each month: NE-1st, NW-2nd, SE-3rd, SW-last.  The actual
dates may vary from month to month; check the schedule below.  Our meetings are informal gatherings around the forge.  Prospective members are always welcome.
Come for all or any part of a meeting, bring your tools, or just watch.  Most meetings run from 9AM to 4PM, and you'll need to bring a lunch if you stay all day, unless
otherwise noted.  If you have any questions about meetings please contact the Regional Coordinators listed below:

NE Region - Apr 01

NW Region - Apr 08
SE Region - Apr 15

April, 2000
NE Apr 01 Annual Tool Trades and Transportation Tool Swap / Auction

Pioneer Settlement for the Creative Arts, Barberville, FL

NW Apr 08 Clyde Payton -Monticello-See Page 3!

SE Apr 15  Pete Yockey's shop, West Palm

SW Apr 22  to be announced

May, 2000
NE May 06 Steve Bloom - Archer, Fl (near Gainesville)

NW May 13 to be announced
SE May 20 to be announced
SW May 27  to be announced

Northeast Region: Bob Jacoby (904) 260-9981 jacoby@southeast.net

Northwest Region: Dr. Ed Crane (850) 893-3212 ncrane8364@aol.com

Southeast Region: Charlie Stemmann (561) 964-8834 stemmann@aol.com

Southwest Region: –want to volunteer?

From I-10, take Exit 32 (SR59) south past Lloyd and

Highway 27.  Turn east on Old St. Augustine Rd, the

next road south of Highway 27.  Go about a mile east,

then turn south on Payton Road(unpaved).  Head south

about a half mile, and watch for the anvil on the right.
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April 2000 Quarterly Meeting
Clyde Payton

The meeting will be held at the home shop of Clyde and Vi
Payton near Tallahassee / Monticello, Florida.  This will be
a one day meeting on Saturday, April 8,2000.  (A map is
provided on Page 2 - ed.) If you would like directions or
other information about this conference, call the Paytons at
850 /997-3627.  There are plenty of motels nearby in
Tallahassee and Lloyd if you need one.  Also there is room
for motor homes and campers if you want to spent the
night(s) on the grounds.  Lunch will be served on Saturday -
PLEASE help out by bring a covered dish,

We have a FANTASTIC program lined up for you - our
demonstrator will be DOUG MERKEL.  Doug, his wife
Suzy, and dog, Poppy, will be coming down from Sugar
Grove, North Carolina.  Doug is a full-time professional
blacksmith who operates BEAR MOUNTAIN FORGE,
INC. in Vilas, N.C.  He has been a full time smith since
1993.  Academically, he is a graduate of Central State
University in Oklahoma with a Masters Degree in Business
Administration. He holds a B.B.A. degree from St. Norbert
College in Wisconsin.  Blacksmithing-wise, he has finished
no less than sixteen schools and courses in the art - mostly
at the John C. Campbell Folk School in North Carolina.

Doug is a member of ABANA and also a former member of
the Board of Directors of that international blacksmithing
association.  He is also a current member of five chapters of
ABANA. He has demonstrated and taught blacksmithing at
numerous chapter meetings and conferences in seven states.
Doug specializes in colonial, rendezvous, and re-enactment
blacksmithing. 

At our April Statewide meeting, Doug will demonstrate the
making of the famous Hoffi hammer.  He will also show us
how to make split-cross jewelry, a tomahawk, a carpenters
hatchet, a nail header, and other interesting things if the day
will last long enough,

We will have a special beginners class going on all day
which will be taught by Willard Smith.  So, if you want to
learn the blacksmithing basics come take advantage of this
free class - tools, equipment, and supplies will be furnished.
And for those of you who want a gas forge, we will have
Mike Murphy and Bill
Robertson to show you how
to build your own gas forge.
They will also bring gas
forges for you to inspect and
try out.

A special interest subject will
be presented just before
lunch.  The Reverend Bill
Lamar, Pastor of the St.
Phillip A.M.E. Church will

explain why there is an anvil on the A.M.E. church logo??
There is a very interesting story here involving the anvil and
we will learn one more piece of history to respect and
appreciate.

Tailgate Sales is always a very popular aspect of any
blacksmithing conference.  We plan to have a “humdinger”
at this conference too.  So be sure and bring any tools,
equipment, supplies, material, books, or whatever and set it
up for sale or swap.  This is a good way for you to also get
those tools that you’ve been wanting.  I sure hope someone
can bring bagged coal for sale - so many people are asking
for coal!!

During lunch, the FABA Board of Directors will have the
quarterly board meeting while we eat.  So BOARD
MEMBERS need to come, we need a quorum.

All-In-All, this is going to be a very worthwhile and fun
packed day. So bring your “better-half”, all the kids,
Grandma, something to sell at tailgate, and a covered dish,
and come join us for the 16  annual “HAMMER FEST” atth

Payton Forge!

Happy Hammering

SoapBox
Steve Bloom, Editor

IMPORTANT NOTICE: It’s that time of year,

folks - it’s RENEWAL time!  Get those checks into Lydia
or this may be the last CB you see!

Due to lack of interest, the clinic with Fred Caylor has been
canceled.  I guess that some of us will have to travel to
Nebraska to get hammered.

NE Regional Report 
Bob Mancuso

     March 4 in the rolling hills overlooking Lake Weir our

meeting was held at the shop of Hugh Muller.  Bob Cerny of

Cooperstown was our demonstrator again.  From a simple

pierce of bar stock a spatula was made.  Members of the

local woodworkers were invited by Hugh and many of them

seemed interested in how blacksmithing worked.  Maybe we

will get a few new members from this get together.  Hugh

said he expected more then 50 people, but we only had

about 30.  A wonderful lunch was prepared by Hugh.  It was

enjoyed by everyone.  With a little help from the

blacksmiths a good sized dent was put  in the lunch so he

would not have eat leftovers.  We all know all about

the appetite that blacksmiths have.  Buck-in the-bucket was

not as successful as has been in the past.  Only a few items

were brought. Remember all the "stuff" you won in the past

and you have no use for it. Bring it back, maybe you can win
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it again.  Special thanks to Bob Cerny for the demonstration

and the beautiful candle holder he donated to the

buck-in-the-bucket.  Don't forget next month is in

Barberville is the tool sale and show.  Bring your friends. 

       Rumor has it that Bob Jacoby has by this time all steel

in place at his shop and with the roof also in place that we

should be looking for a meeting in Jacksonville sometime in

the near future.  Keep it up Bob.  We have been hearing

about this building for some time and we all hope to see

it real soon.   Even though the ABANA Conference is still

some months it is still possible to make plans to attend.  Our

conference is also just around the corner.  Start making

plans to be there on the second weekend of October at

Barberville.  Help is always needed. Ask for a job or to

assist someone in their job and it will be appreciated. Don't

forget the auction.  Start making things or getting other

things that can be auctioned off.   Fred Kingery was not able

to attend this meeting, but he continues to use his talent to

continue with work on the buffalo skull along with the help

of Bob (grunt labor and four thumbs) Mancuso . For those

of us with only limited skills we continue to make smoke

and noise and on occasion we also make something that

looks pretty good.  

ANNOUNCEMENT:

Annual Tool Trades & Transportation 

Tool Swap / Auction

Pioneer Settlement, Barberville, FL

Saturday April 1, 2000

FABA members are invited to participate in this event.  It is

scheduled to coincide with our regularly scheduled April

meeting and space will be available to sell your blacksmith

wares.  The Settlement will offer a complimentary lunch to

all who demonstrate and pre-register for the event or anyone

donating an auction item worth $10 or more.  This is a great

opportunity to see some fine old tools.  If you've never made

to this event, you should really to attend, you won't be

disappointed!

If you have any questions, please contact Barberville Special

Events Coordinator, Mia Gerber at (904) 749-2959. 

NW Regional Report
Ed Crane

  Our monthly meeting was held at the Conner's Bar-C

ranch  in Lloyd/ Monticello, FL on Sat. Mar. 11, 2000.  The

attendance of  32 witnessed a fine demonstration about

horse bits by our host Bryant Conner.  Bryant has been

making and selling some very fancy hand forged bits with

unique features including silver beading on the side.  He had

several styles to show us.  He demonstrated making the

components of a bit and explained that the rest was welding

,filing, silver soldering, and finishing which would take too

long for this demo.  Clyde Payton made a big heavy duty pry

bar from a 1" steel bar.  This took some bigtime heavy

pounding.

  We enjoyed a delicious lunch of  corn ,potato ,and sausage

chowder ,cornbread ,blueberry pie and other goodies.

Although  Bryant served it , I imagine Suzanne was

responsible for this good cooking.  Regardless of who did it

, it was delicious and we thank you!!

  After lunch Bryant demonstrated  making a couple of steel

items that are popular at the rendezvous, a blowpipe for

starting a fire and a supported bar for cooking over a

campfire.

  Everyone seemed to enjoy the meeting ,fellowship, and

demo .  Our gracious host  assured us he would welcome a

meeting at  Bar-C  anytime.  Thanks  Bryant!!

Ed Crane 

N.W. Region Coordinator

P.S.  Clyde made an announcement about our statewide

meeting at his shop Apr. 9, 2000.  Doug Merkel of North

Carolina will be demonstrating . Also there will be a demo

by Bill Robertson and ? Ray Roberts  on making a gas forge.

It sounds like an outstanding program.  If possible, please

bring a covered dish food item.  A large turnout is expected.

Thanks!  E.C.   (See Page 2 & 3 - editor)

SE Regional Report
Charlie Stenmann

 The January meeting was at the Carriage House Farms, in

Fort Pierce. Sara McMurry hosted this meeting. The day

was very cold and windy. From what I was told was that a

few of our members did attend . At that time about half of

the members that would normally be at the meeting were

sick and the other half were working at the fair grounds.

From my understanding they all missed 

something very different and so did I.

What they were having was what they called a combined

driving event. Using horse drawn carriages. Single horse and

teams. The driving event is of three phases-dressage, cones

and marathon. The first phase is dressage(a French word

meaning "to train") is a test of obedience of the horse and

the accuracy of the driver over a prescribed pattern.

Something like figure skating! The next phase (cones) is an

obstacle course. The object is go through this course cleanly

with in the time allowed. The last phase is the marathon,

which is a test of stamina, courage and agility. They run a

course for miles before returning to the show grounds to

negotiate hazards. They are scored by points in each phase

and the highest after all three is the winner.

 The February meeting we had a very nice day not to cool

and not to warm, I would say it was just about right for all

of us here in Florida. However it was a little warm for Elmer

Roush . We had forty people that came to watch Elmer.

Some of which were new members.
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Elmer Roush, as most

might know, is the resident

smith for John C. Campbell

Folk School in North

Carolina. He had just

finished with a year in

Ireland, where he was

helping with the start up of

a school to teach the

blacksmith trade. There he

had a chance to handle

Celtic and Viking iron

work dating back to about

935 A.D.. After which he

worked reproducing the

pieces.  He brought some

samples of arrow points of

d i f fe re n t  t y p e s ,  tw o

different types of spear

points. He also had a

15th century lock

w h i c h  h e  h a d

reproduced.

Elmer demonstrated

the making of the

arrow points, and give

an idea of how many

the smiths of that time

had to make per day.

He demonstrated the

making of one of the spear points that he had. he gave some

history on that also. After lunch he drew some sketches of an

axe head of that period and explain how it was made. The

last thing that he made was

a horse head flux spoon

.

One new bit of info that

Elmer passed along was

how to make a welding flux,

that is a lot cheaper than

you can buy and works

without bleeding out like

Borax. Bob Becker gets the

credit for this flux. This flux

is made with powered iron

oxide and Boric Acid. The

ingredients can be gotten

cheaply. The powered iron oxide can be gotten at a pottery

supply for a couple of dollars for a few pounds. The Boric

Acid can be

g o t t e n  b y

buying a one

pound bottle

of a roach

killing power

which is one

h u n d r e d

percent Boric

Acid. The cost of this mixer would be

some where around 5 to 6 dollars. By the way,

the most important part is that the mixer is put

together by weight.  Measure out one pound

iron oxide to one pound boric acid. It does

work very well.

Kim Belivn made lunch for everyone.

He made a very good stew and

smoked pork for sandwiches. So

there is a big thank you to Kim for

making lunch and a big thank you to

Eddie Zywicki for paying for the

food supplies. Bill Burridge Supplied the

drinks and thank you goes out to

Bill for that.    

(Elmer also demonstrated forging the dragon head shown

above - ed.)  

                                                                

Notices & Classified Ads

Coke Available : 

Lydia and Dave are taking orders "coke" at $160 a ton. They

have 11.5 tons sold and need to sell 10 more tons before we

can order it.  When all the 21 tons spoken for, they’ll collect

the money and order. So include a note to Lydia with your

renewal check for the amount of coke you would like to buy.

Info on how to contact Lydia is on Pg.9.

Conference Notice - Memphis, TN, 

The Memphis Chapter will be hosting the 7th annual

Forging On The River Conference this April  7, 8, and 9th

at the National Ornamental Metal Museum's smithy. This

year's  demonstrators will be: John Medwedeff, Peter

Happney, and Daryl Meyer.  The  weekend will begin Friday

night with a slide show/social and possibly open forges.

Registration fees include Friday social, lunch & dinner

Saturday, &  lunch on Sunday. 

Pre-registra tion until M arch 30 .Full weekend:

Pre-registration $50 / at the door $65; One day admission:

Pre-registration $35 / at the door $40; Meals only ticket (not

attending the demonstrations): full weekend $20; Student

Discount of 30% offered with valid student ID.

Lunch and dinner included on Saturday, lunch on Sunday in

the above registration fees.

Additional information from: River Bluff Forge Council Jill

Brogdon, 612 South Main Street, Memphis, TN 38103,

(901) 529-1580, email: timbrogdon@mindspring.com. (or

contact the CB Editor for a full copy of the promotional

information)

Chasing/Repousse Workshop: 

mailto:timbrogdon@mindspring.com.
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HIGH RELIEF CHASING:  During this five-day (30

instruction hours) hands-on May 20 workshop with Kirsten

Skiles, you will complete all of the steps involved in

creating your own unique chasing on steel or bronze. You

will practice basic but important skills, such as extreme

elevation shifts, depth, fold overs, undercuts, and sensitively

textured surfaces. You will also have the opportunity to

make ten chasing tools and prepare your own pitch pot. The

skills learned in this workshop will be suitable for both

jewelers and blacksmiths. Class size is limited to a

maximum of 12 participants. Fee: $240, Studio time and

basic materials. Each workshop participant will have

additional material cost, between $50 - $75, payable during

wo rkshop . M eal package and  re sid ence  ha l l

accommodations, based on double occupancy are available

for an additional $240 per person.

Contact University of Wisconsin La-Crosse Continuing

Educa tion and  Extension, (608) 785-6500  or

http ://www.uwlax.edu/colleges/conted/index.html for

details.

Demonstrator Needed:

A youth project in where approximately 150 youth ages 14

- 18 years old are going to recreate a pioneer handcart trek

is need of a blacksmith demonstration on Thursday, May

25.; Location is  just east of Kissimmee / St Cloud area on

the Deseret Ranch.

The organizers are hoping to show the kids what pioneers

went through so as to build an interest in History and an

appreciation of what they have today. If interested or

needing more information, please contact Paul A. Boulay at

is 321-453-3670 (days) or via emf@brevard.net

(this request was made to the FABA web site and contains

all the information that was available to the Editor)

Scholarship Information
Skeeter Prather, Chair

The FABA membership and other readers of the Clinker

Breaker may be interested in the results of the first offering

of the Walt Anderson Founders Scholarship.  Six

applications were received - all worthy applicants.  The

Scholarship Committee consisting of Bob Jacoby, Willard

Smith and myself suffered over them meticulously,

studiously, and throughly.  Having to chose one over the

others was not an easy task.  Mr. Bill Robertson with a slim

margin was chosen as the first choice for recommendation

to the Board (who make the final decision and the award).

He was elected by the Board at its February 19  meeting inth

West Palm Beach.  Bill proposes to further his education in

advanced Gothic and Renaissance techniques under George

Dizon and/or Tom Latane.  And, of course, to share with

Florida Smiths through demonstration and writings his new

knowledge and abilities.

The Walt Anderson Founders Scholarship is to be annually

awarded - adequate funding available, of course.  It’s good

for the total actual costs or $750 whichever is lesser.

Readers are encouraged to watch for the next “Call for

Applications” in September/October.

We would remind the readers that though the Walt Anderson

Scholarship is now gone for the year 2000, other

scholarships remain available.  Ones from the John C.

Campbell Folk School* and ABANA are notable.  The

Alabama Forge Council has a special one for “non-resident”

members (if funding is available).  The FABA Board has

authorized a special offering for the Annual Meeting

Auction - anyone “buying” at a cost equaling or exceeding

$500 time in some Master’s shop is eligible to apply for a

“Room, Board, and Transportation” Scholarship.  It’s worth

actual cost or $250, whichever is lesser. The Board wishes

to encourage Master Shops to offer up for auction time in

their respective shops!

Anyone interested in seeking one (or more!) Of these

scholarships and need help or more information are invited

to call or write the Chair of the Scholarship Committee.

Additionally, the Board has authorized a quasi-scholarship:

a membership dues-free year for any member submitting a

winning article for publication in the Clinker Breaker.

*The John C. Campbell Folk Schools writes:

“The John C. Campbell Folk School id pleased to ward

a one-week Blacksmithing full-tuition scholarship for your

chapter (FABA - ed) to award to a blacksmith

student/member.  The recipient needs to register early with

the Folk School because this is a “space-available”

scholarship, which means they are on a “stand-by” list for

the class.  Confirmation will be given one week prior to the

class start date.  In the event that the first-choice class fills

with full paying students, the recipient should be prepared to

choose an alterative course.  Please note that this scholarship

is for tuition only, and that the recipient is responsible for

material cost, housing, meals and the $100 deposit.

Registration must be made in advance and may be made by

phone by calling 1-800-365-5724.  When registering, the

recipient should notify the registration staff that they will be

using the scholarship, and present the award letter upon

arrival. Signed :Jan Davidson, Executive Director & Karen

Beaty, Program Manager.”

http://www.uwlax.edu/colleges/conted/index.html
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Post Vise Primer
 Ron Reil <rreil@micron.net> on TheForge

A few words about buying a vise: There are several things

to look for when you buy a vise, and when buying one

remotely, such as on eBay, there are some difficulties. The

most important single thing to look for is the condition of

the screw box and the big ACME* screw that fits it. You

need to pull the screw out to be able to look it over closely.

There are ways to repair a worn out screw, but I would not

consider it repairable for the average guy starting out in

blacksmithing. I do buy vises that are in otherwise excellent

condition if their screw is worn out if I can get them for

under $10. They can be used for parts, or repaired and put

back into operation later when time allows.

Probably the single most common problem that you will find

in post vises is the jaw arms have been over-tightened and

have been bent inward to form two inward curves. This

results in the jaws contacting at the bottom of the jaw face,

leaving a gap or opening at the top when fully tightened.

The problem only gets worse when gripping wide items. I

always point this problem out to the seller and see if I can

get the price dropped accordingly. It is an easy problem to

fix. Simply take the vise apart and place the jaw arms in the

forge, heat them, and bend them back to their proper shape.

Be sure to use a cushion plate when hammering on the jaw

arm so as not to ding it up excessively. Also use a BIG

hammer. I use a 20 pounder for that work and just sort of

bump it into shape. For a big vise this can be challenging,

but I have done it with vises up to 6" in size by myself. I

place the hot jaw arm across two heavy support plates of

steel laid on the ground instead of trying to use the anvil and

having the hot heavy piece drop on my foot or the ground.

I like to shape the jaws so they contact at the very top,

leaving a small gap at the bottom of the jaw. That way when

you open the jaws up a little, to what might be the average

opening, if you can say such a thing, they will be parallel

when they grab your work. I figure the average opening is

about an inch for me. With a hinged jaw design it is obvious

that you will have the bottom contact problem when the jaws

are opened to a large opening no matter what you do. If you

use steel angle iron jaw covers of the right size they tend to

pivot and give flat contact on whatever you grab.

I also like the jaws to be pretty clean and sharp and meet

parallel across  their width. Again the parallel meeting is

easily fixed in the forge if they don't. You need not worry

about the hardness of the jaws when you take a heat on

them. I find that the jaws of a post vise will grab MUCH

more securely if you have a set of jaw covers made of some

soft metal like aluminum, copper, or brass, so the hardness

of the jaw face under them becomes unimportant. You can

easily enough quench them and draw the temper, but I don't

bother as I would rather they were soft and strong rather

than hard and possibly too brittle. All of my vises have high

carbon jaw faces forge welded into them. I also don't like

the jaws to have saw or torch cuts, deep gouges, or lots of

hammer dings. There is a vise on eBay right now that is

beautiful little vise, but the mounting bracket is cracked

through. That would be a great one to get and fix. Brazing

would put that broken bracket right without too much effort.

Always remember "brazing" as a way to fix these things, as

its a wonderful method to employ in may cases, easy to do

in the forge, and often more positive than welding old

unknown types of metal , or castings.

A missing mounting bracket is easily enough taken care of

at the forge with a heavy weight piece of flat steel bar, say

3/8" x 1-1/2", and if you punch the mounting holes in the

bar it will even look pretty good when done, if you are

careful in your work. A missing spring, the most common

item to be missing, is very easy to put right. There are a

number of ways you can forge the new spring, but I am a

traditionalist, so make them after the original pattern. Look

at a picture on eBay to see how most of them  were made

originally if you are not sure. The spring is easy to make

from any old leaf spring, but its a LOT easier if you search

around and find a spring the right width, and with a nice

taper to its thickness, to start with. Then you only have to do

a little light forging to make the spring. You needn't worry

about hardening and tempering the spring as it will be plenty

springy for this use when used just as it come out of the

forge without further treatment, and will not break either.

You see some guys using coil springs in various

configurations on post vises, and that is fine, but I prefer to

use flat springs just for aesthetic reasons.

The vises I most like to find are the ones where the leg is

broken off and missing. You can generally get them for

almost nothing, and forging and welding on a new leg is a

very easy matter. My most used vise, the one that is pictured

at the top of my Forge and Foundry Page, is a 6" jaw vise

that I got just this way. The guy almost paid me to haul it

away because he was sick of hauling it around to flea

markets and not selling it.....it is very heavy. When you weld

on the new leg be sure to prepare the weld so that you get

100% weld all the way to the center of the leg diameter.

That means a deep "V" all around, or it will probably break

off in use. There is a reason the original is broken off and

gone, and that is because that is a stress

concentration point where the diameter changes from the

hinge bolt cheek plates to the thickness of the leg. It will be

even better if you finish it up with a nice fillet in there to

reduce that stress riser. At the bottom of the leg of my post

vises I employ a big cast steel washer, one that is an inch or

so thick and has a tapered hole in the center. I taper form the

end of the leg to fit the taper of the hole and thus make a

nice broad area foot for the post vise. These big cast

washers are easily enough found in scrap yards or old

mining sites. Mine came off 20' long wrought iron rock

anchor bolts that I scrounged at our old mining sites. Some

of the washers are huge, with 2-1/2" holes and 2" thick, and

have other uses as well. They have nice shapes to them and

look like they were an original part of the vise.

The last comment regards mounting. Be sure to go the extra

mile and add a nice solid "U" clamp around the bottom of

mailto:<rreil@micron.net>
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the post vise leg. I make them by tapering about 3" the two

ends of a 3/8" or 1/4" square rod, about 10" long, putting a

twist into each tapered portion to act like threads for a tight

hold in the wood, bend the sharp cornered "U" shape, and

then drive them into predrilled holes in the mounting post

near the foot of your vise. This will prevent your vise from

pivoting to the side in its mounting bracket if you try

bending long bars in the vise, and breaking your mounting

bracket. The vise will be very solid when mounted this way,

and a pleasure to use. Be advised that 3/8" "U" clamps made

this way are very hard to remove from hardwood mounting

posts if you want to remove the vise later for whatever

reason, so make the width of the "U" great enough to allow

the passage of the thickened flange portion at the bottom of

the post vise leg, and use a wooden wedge or block to lock

the post vise leg into the "U". That way you can easily

remove your post vise in the future without having to pull

the "U" bolt from the wood.

Well, that was a lot of information that you are probably

already aware of, but I am waiting for it to warm up outside

a little before going out there, and just wanted something to

write...grin.

Yours,    Ron

                Golden Age Forge

 http://www.webpak.net/~rreil/Forge.htm

            E-Mail: rreil@micron.net

                    Boise, Idaho

ABANA Chapter Liaison Letter, 
February 2000

Doug Learn

The ABANA Conference 2000 registration packets went out

with the last copy of The Hammers’ Blow.  If you plan to

attend, please register early!  Bill Callaway and his able

crew from the Arizona Artist-Blacksmith Association are

putting together a great conference and one that is not to be

missed.  With a super meeting site that seats over 1000

people, special events each night, numerous historical

exhibits including an atique power hammer show courtesy

of Doug Freund, the ABANA teaching station and a

junkyard hammer show sponsored by Anvilfire.com, the

conferences promises something for everyone.

Exhibitions in Flagstaff will include the work of Samuel

Yellin, Francis Whitaker, Cyril Colnik, and Thomas F.

Googerty.  The ABANA members’ exhibition will also be

on view, as well as Colonial ironwork from the Sorber

Collection, a lock and coffer collection on loan from the

National Ornamental Metal Museum and an exhibition of

Spanish Colonial ironwork.

Other events include the ABANA 2K-gate project led by

Jerry Hoffman, the construction of three air hammers by

members of AABA with Ron Kinyon, the ever-popular

“iron-in-the-hat” raffle and a giant auction!  With a

dynamite international lineup of demonstrators and all of the

events situated in the mountains of Arizona, this will be a

great meeting to start off blacksmithing in the new

millennium. If you need registration information, please

contact Pat Mueller at the conference registration office at

636-225-5492.  Early registration closes May 1,2000.

I have received a couple of calls regarding the availability

of golf carts and handicapped access equipment for getting

around the conference site.  Bill Callaway supplied the

contact information for rental places in Flagstaff that would

be able to supply such equipment.  Please contact them

directly.  Wheel Chair Rental, Northland Home Care, (520)

779-0595 and Aggassiz Health Care (520) 522-0507.

Last call for interest in a presidents’ meeting during the

Flagstaff Conference.  Please let me know your thoughts by

phone, e-mail, snail mail, or fax, and proposed topics for

discussion.  If there is sufficient interest to generate a viable

agenda, I will organize a meeting.

Last call for the editor’s workshop as well.  Jim has been

receiving e-mail from those who are interested, but would

like to have more (jimmac@socket.net).  Jim will again

coordinate coverage of the demonstrators with the idea that

if all the attending editors cover at least one demonstrator,

write an article and send it to him along with sketches and

photos, he will put them together and send a copy to every

chapter editor.  This way all the chapter newsletters will

have material for a year or two, and those not able to attend

will benefit as well.  Everybody and anyone can participate

in the coverage, you don’t have to attend the workshop to

participate and anyone, editors and non-editors alike, can

take part.

Brian Gilbert is planning a great inaugural edition of The

Hammers’ Blow. Due out soon.  Keep an eye on your

mailbox!  In it will be great shop tips and Brian’s comments

on how Francis W hittaker touched his life, something that

Francis did for many of us.

The North Texas Blacksmith’s Association has undertaken

the task of preserving the drawings and to document the

surviving work of Henry Cromwell Potter (1892-1971), a

smith who worked in the Dallas area.  There are many

smiths who worked in the glory years of ornamental

blacksmithing along with the likes of Yellin, Googerty and

Colnik, and today only lack a champion like NBTA ro bring

their work the public recognition it so richly deserves.

Thanks to NTBA for doing their part in working to preserve

Mr. Henry’s legacy.  ABANA will be offering the NTBA

support in their efforts, so look for more information here

and in The Anvil’s Ring in the future.

mailto:(jimmac@socket.net).
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FABA MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Florida Artist Blacksmith Association, Inc.

Chapter of ABANA, Inc.
Date __________   NewG       Renewal G

Name_________________________________
Address_______________________________
_____________________________________
   City                         State            Zip
Phone:Home_____________Work:_________
E-Mail______________________________
Spouse’s Name:________________________

If you do not wish to be listed me in the printed FABA directory,
please check the box to the right G 

Send this application and a membership fee of $20.00
to

Lydia Burns, FABA Treasurer
66 Summerwind Circle
Crawfordville, FL 32327

Make check out to FABA.  The FABA membership
year begins May 1.  New memberships received after
December 31 also cover the following year. 
Membership is for a family.  You don’t have to be an
ABANA member to join FABA, but many FABA
members are, and we encourage membership in both
organizations.

ABANA MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Artist Blacksmith Association of North America, Inc.
Name__________________________________

Address________________________________

_______________________________________
 City                                   State             Zip
Phone__________________________________
The undersigned applies for membership in the Artist
Blacksmith Association of North America and
encloses ______ as annual membership dues for one
year.  Checks must be in U.S. funds.  Membership
includes a subscription to the Anvil’s Ring and The
Hammer’s Blow.

Credit Card No.___________________________
VisaG MasterCardG
Expiration Date__________________
G Full time Student(1 yr only) $35/yr
G Regular membership $45/yr
G Senior Citizen (age 65+) $40/yr
G Overseas Surface Mail $60/yr
G Overseas Airmail $80/yr
G Contributory Membership $100/yr
G Public Library Subscription $35/yr
Call (706) 310-1030 to charge your membership to
VISA or MasterCard, or make out a check to
ABANA and send to :

ABANA
P.O. Box 816
Farmington, GA 30638

FABA Officers

President Patty Draper 850-668-2876 applecrossforge@nettally.com
Vice President Bob Jacoby 904-260-9981 jacoby@southeast.net
Treasurer Lydia Burns 850-421-4852 mooseangel@excite.com
Secretary Karen Wheeler 352-486-4370 kwheel@svic.net
Program Chairman Jeff Mohr 850-926-4448
Newsletter Editor Steve Bloom 352-528-6508 sab@gnv.ifas.ufl.edu 
Past President Clyde Payton 850-997-3627
Trustee #1 Joel Clark 904-321-2116 joel.clark@mindspring.com
Trustee #2 Lewis Riggleman 352-521-3515
Trustee #3 Jerry Grice 850-421-4788
Trustee #4 Ray Reynolds 561-793-2452



The Florida Artist Blacksmith Association(FABA) - Chapter of Artist Blacksmith Association of North

America, Inc., is a 501(c)(3) non-profit educational organization whose purposes are to teach, promote,

and preserve the art of blacksmithing.  Contributions are tax-deductible to the extent provided by law.

FABA publishes the Florida Clinker Breaker monthly, and FABA membership includes a subscription.  W e

solicit correspondence and unpaid articles on any subjects related to FABA’s purposes.  ABANA chapter

newsletters may reprint non-copyrighted material if it is credited to the author and this newsletter.  You

need the publisher’s permission to reprint copyrighted material unless otherwise noted.

The Florida  Clinker Breaker
FLORIDA ARTIST BLACKSMITH ASSOCIATION

Steve Bloom, Editor

P.O. Box 760

Archer, FL 32618-0760

(352) 528-6508 or websmith@blacksmithing.org

http://www.blacksmithing.org

1  Classst

Postage
April 2000

Renew Now!!

It’s RENEWAL TIME!  All annual memberships lapse  in April.  If we do not have your renewal
in hand by the time the Clinker Breaker goes out next month (April 24), we cannot mail you a copy.
Be sure to get your check to Lydia immediately to prevent missing out!  Do it now!

Ideas from Members’ Shops* : 

Tired of sweeping up massive quantities of  grinder dust?
Or you can’t see that knife handle because your glasses
(you are wearing safety glasses - aren’t you?) are covered
in wood dust?  Have you let the though of what would
happen to a commercial wood dust collector and its cloth
bag when the first hot spark reached it stop you from
using a dust collector?  While if any of this applies to you
and you have an old, large capacity blower sitting around
gathering dust, you might want to check out the picture to
the right.  The system consists of a 3600 rpm motor
spinning a large Champion blower that sucks most of the
grind dust down an aluminum dryer flex-hose and blows it
out the wall.  Eventually, the unit will be replaced by a
cyclone unit with a separator (when I get around to
building it in my copious free time) - but for now, it helps
keep the dust down - though it is louder than the Bader a
full screech!  

* submit stuff or you’ll keep seeing stuff from my

shop! – Editor

mailto:websmith@blacksmithing.org
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